
Past Continuous Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Nobody ____________________ to the police station.1. (carry)was being carried

The pupil feels as though his breathing _______________________ with
seriously; as though the pressure was so great he could not expel air from his
lungs.

2.

(interfere)

was being interfered

Clearly they were accomplices of the robber, who, perhaps, realised that
they ______________________.
3.

(follow)were being followed

A framework ________________________ about the hull by a swarm of
natives.
4.

(construct)
was being constructed

For that matter, she hoped that Lone Morgan would never stray into a
movie where any of her pictures ___________________.
5.

(show)were being shown

On July 15 the number of so-called yellow-fever cases exceeded one
hundred, and the most energetic measures ___________________ by the
medical authorities on shore to prevent the further spread of the disease.

6.

(take)

were being taken

Then he came near and touched the bier on which the lifeless body
__________________.
7.

(bear)was being borne

By such preliminary exercises the boy _____________________ for the
conflict which awaited him in more advanced age; and already in his own
person he was challenging the adversary.

8.

(prepare)

was being prepared

While the world around her ___________________ more and more by
theological beliefs and controversies, Elizabeth was absolutely untouched by
them.

9.

(sway)

was being swayed

When I heard on Friday that the last attack _________________ on the
former place, I took to my prayers with a delirium of fervor.
10.

(make)
was being made

Her beloved child ________________________ to the tender mercies of
a man-was about to leave her home-about to be torn away.
11.

(hand over)
was being handed over
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More than once she saw that her hat
__________________________________ on by the other guests, and she
tried her best to seem not aware-to look modestly unconscious.

12.

(notice/and/comment)

was being noticed and commented

Not only was there an increase in the number of rounds fired, but it
seemed that more large calibre guns _____________________ into use.
13.

(bring)
were being brought

It did not feel much when we started, but it soon got heavier as we went
on; and though we changed sides every few minutes it seemed at last as if
one's arms ____________________ out of their sockets.

14.

(pull)were being pulled

Now and again, during the address, one could see the lips of the listeners
moving in soft repetition of the lines, as some typical quotations
__________________.

15.

(make)were being made

But, though the lad's muscles were relaxed and listless, a fierce battle
___________________ out in his troubled brain.
16.

(fight)was being fought

Each second they ____________________ closer to the monster's dim
lair.
17.

(haul)
were being hauled

If they had known that they ____________________ towards the north
with irresistible force, they would have given way to despair.
18.

(drive)
were being driven

The increase in sheep-farming in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries,
together with the fact that the domestic cloth manufacture
_____________________ at this time, has been the basis of the assumption
that the price of wool was rising.

19.

(improve)
was being improved

North and east the passes __________________.20. (hold)were being held
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